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Abstract. Glaucoma is an ocular disease that causes damage to the eye’s optic
nerve and successive narrowing of the visual field in affected patients which can
lead the patient, in advanced stage, to blindness. This work presents a study
on the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for the automatic diag-
nosis through eye fundus images. However, building a perfect CNN involves
a lot of effort that in many situations is not always able to achieve satisfac-
tory results. The objective of this work is to use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to
optimize CNNs architectures through evolution that can helps in glaucoma di-
agnosis using eye’s fundus image from RIM-ONE-r2 dataset. Our partial results
demonstrate satisfactory results after training the best individual chosen by GA
with the achievement of an accuracy of 91%.

1. Introduction
Glaucoma is one of the most common causes of blindness and is expected to affect around
80 million people by 2020 [Chen et al. 2015]. It is a chronic eye disease that can lead
to vision loss, in which the optic nerve is progressively damaged due to the increase
of intra-ocular pressure (IOP). The symptoms are only detected when the disease is in
advanced stage. Although glaucoma cannot be cured, its progression may be slowed
down by IOP treatment. Early detection of glaucoma with the assistance of eye fundus
images is becoming important because it can let the specialists act against the disease in
order to give the patient a better quality of life [Chen et al. 2015].

The technique of eye fundus image acquisition is one of the main and popular
ways for glaucoma diagnosis because it is non-invasive. The health care professional
uses only one camera capable of acquire important structures from the eye fundus, such
as, the optic disc (OD) and blood vessels. These structures are able to provide us useful
information for the diagnosis of glaucoma.

In [Chen et al. 2015] is mentioned that among the techniques studied for the di-
agnosis of glaucoma, Vertical Cup to Disc Ratio (CDR - measure that compares the di-
ameter of the cup region with the total diameter of the OD) is widely used by health care
professionals. In addition to this, the disc diameter, ISNT rule (normal eyes show a char-
acteristic configuration for CUP thickness of inferior≥ superior≥ nasal≥ temporal) and
peripapillary atrophy (PPA) are also techniques that use OD region, which is the place
where the ganglion cell axon exit of the eye to form the optic nerve, through which visual
information from the photo-receptors is transmitted to the brain.



So, different approaches have been developed based on analysis of OD’s texture.
The work of [de Sousa et al. 2017] presents a methodology based on textures features to
suggest a diagnosis of glaucoma from eye fundus images of the optic disc using the Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) to represent the optic disc region and geostatistical functions to de-
scribe texture patterns. The obtained texture features were classified with Support Vector
Machine. As well, the in work of [Araújo et al. 2017] is proposed a method for diagno-
sis of glaucoma in fundus images using the Shannon and McIntosh diversity indexes as
descriptors of texture patterns and support vector machine (SVM) for classification.

In this work, a convolutional neural network (CNN), which has been taking great
visibility in the last years, is used to classify images between glaucoma and normal. Ac-
cording to [Sevastopolsky 2017], in addition to being a technique that reduces the efforts
of work, to be automated, the great advantage of the use of the CNNs is in the universality,
since the same network generally can recognize several patterns in different images and
objects through the base features automatically extracted.

However, [Miikkulainen et al. 2017] emphasizes that the success of CNNs de-
pends on finding the best architecture to fit the task, where, in many situations that archi-
tecture was constructed after many experiments with complex topologies and hundreds
of hyperparameters, an exhaustive hand work with unexpected results. In this scenario
emerges the genetic algorithms (GAs), a neuroevolution technique that have been applied
successfully for three decades to sequential decision tasks. Examples of good CNN’s
aplications combined with GAs are [Xie and Yuille 2017, Sun et al. 2017].

Combine with CNNs, GAs are a natural choice mainly due to crossover technique
by recombining parts of existing neural networks to find better ones, as well, mutation
and selection techniques responsible for choose of the best individual, in our case, the
best architecture [Miikkulainen et al. 2017]. Some researchers are studying these tech-
niques in order to take advantage of their discriminative capacity to achieve better results
[David and Greental 2017].

The objective of this work is to use a GA to evolve from a simple CNN architec-
ture a robust model to classify eye fundus images in normal or glaucoma, using the r2
version of the RIM-ONE dataset. The contribution of this work consists in the analysis of
performance of the GA to optimize the parameters and architecture of a CNN for charac-
terization of optic disc region and its applicability for glaucoma detection and provide a
method that capture precisely fundus features in order to recognize pathologies.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed methodology
for the development of this work, informing the techniques used in pre-processing, how
the GA was developed and CNN was found for the classifying work. Section 3 reports
the partial results achieved after the application of the proposed methodology. Section 4
presents conclusions and future works.

2. Methodology
The methodology of this work is divided into three stages: pre-processing, run of GA in
order to find the best CNN architecture and run of the CNN for glaucoma classification.
Figure 1 presents the steps of the proposed method.

The RIM-ONE [Fumero et al. 2011], used in this study, is a public and available



Figure 1. The pipeline of our proposed method

dataset with images in the RGB (Red, Green and Blue) format of the eye fundus image
and it was developed to be a reference for the design of segmentation algorithms of the
optic nerve.

In our experiments we used the version r2 of RIM-ONE dataset, which has images
of normal class and “glaucoma and suspect” class. The dataset has 455 images, which 255
belongs to the normal class and 200 belongs to the “glaucoma and suspect” class.

2.1. Pre-processing

The images from RIM-ONE-r2 were acquired with different widths and heights. The
unique pre-processing technique used in this work was resize all images to 96x96 pixels
with maintenance of the aspect ratio, by filling with black pixels, a technique known as
zero-padding, which consists of zeroing in the edge of the input volume preserving the for-
mat of the images, thus being beneficial to an accurate classification [Zheng et al. 2016].

The value of 96x96 pixels was acquired empirically since another size (28x28,
32x32, 64x64 pixel) were tested with poor results. Greater than 96x96 pixels was also
tested but our GPU (Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060) memory could not support those tests,
outputting run out memory message error.

In this version of RIM-ONE dataset the complete image provided by the dataset
was used as input ROI (region of interest) for our method. In this approach all information
beyond the internal content of the OD was considered, such as, the excavation, macula,
and blood vessels.

2.2. Genetic Algorithm and Training

This work uses an approach for the development of automatic CNN architectures. It is
based on the neuroevolution technique known as NEAT (NeuroEvolution of Augmenting
Topologies) [Stanley and Miikkulainen 2002]. The NEAT technique performs the opti-
mization of components, topologies and hyperparameters. The effectiveness of evolved
networks is determined on the basis of how well they can be trained, through gradient
descent, to perform the task of classification.

The genetic algorithm is a metaheuristic inspired by the process of natural se-
lection. It was proposed by John Holland (1975) and are commonly used to generate
high-quality solutions to optimization and search problems by relying on bio-inspired
operators such as mutation, crossover and selection [Xie and Yuille 2017].



The GA was evaluated by training each CNN generated over a same dataset split
in: train data with 227 images, validation data with 92 images, test data with 136 images.
Also, this step ran over 200 epochs, using a bath size of 16. To compile each model was
used Adam function as optimizer and for loss function was used binary cross-entropy due
to our problem be a binary classification problem.

In order to facilitate the development and to accelerate the implementation, all
processes were performed in Python with Keras API [Chollet 2015].

To start our GA, an initial population with 20 individuals is created randomly.
This population should have at least one layer (with probability of having other layers)
with batch normalization, convolution, Relu activation and 50% of having dropout. Each
individual (chromosome) is created in a chain of letters representing one specific layer, as
described in Table 1.

Table 1. Example of an chromosome. b: batch normalization; c: convolution; r:
relu activation; d: dropout

b c r d

The evaluation function determines the fitness of an individual
[Xie and Yuille 2017]. Because of our propose concerns on solving image classifi-
cation tasks, the classification validation loss is the best strategy to assign their fitness
(fitness = 1/val loss). In this case, on each generation the best individual will be chosen
with the minor validation loss after the training of this individual run.

Selection will return a random new parent using tournament selection criteria,
selecting the top performer to carry over to the next generation, and to mate with
the rest of the population. Selection happens for each child in the new population
[Yadav and Soha 2017].

The crossover is the technique that will selected the parents of an individual to mix
and match their chromosomes to produce two new children. In our case, parents should
have equal length of layers because the crossover happen in single point model and this
point is chosen randomly, respecting the structural of CNN. The probability of crossover
happen in our GA is set to 30%. [Xie and Yuille 2017].

Mutation, according [Xie and Yuille 2017], allows the algorithm to introduce di-
versity into the population, expanding the opportunity to search unexplored areas in the
search space for fitter solutions. Mutation is implemented by giving each element in the
chromosome array a probability of following scenarios be randomly drawn: removing or
adding convolution blocks; adding or removing dropout; changing the order of convolu-
tion blocks; changing the inputs of convolution blocks; changing the outputs of the big
block; changing the order of big blocks.

To evaluate each CNN, the training process was used on train set data, the validate
process on validation set data and test process on test set data of RIM-ONE-r2.

3. Partial Results
The accuracy was used as criteria to assess the proposed model to classify the glaucoma,
since the database is almost balanced. After GA ran 20 generations (stop condition) over
22 hours, it could select the best CNN architecture (25 layers) as described in Figure 2.



Figure 2. Best individual found by GA: CNN with 25 layers

This architecture reaches an accuracy of 91% on test dataset (136 images - 76
normal class and 60 “glaucoma and suspect” class), as showed in Tab. 2. It means that
the model could discriminate between the glaucoma and normal in a big portion of test
set data, also, the loss error is small after running the test set data through the trained
network.

Table 2. GA evolution over 20a generations
Gen 1a 2a 3a 4a 5a 6a 7a 8a 9a 10a

LOSS 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.29 0.25 0.26
ACC (%) 0.85 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.91 0.87
Gen 11a 12a 13a 14a 15a 16a 17a 18a 19a 20a

LOSS 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.23 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.27
ACC (%) 0.85 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.88

The best preliminary result was found in 6th generation. There was a great im-
provement of results between the 1st generation, with 85% and 9th with 91%. Showing
the efficacy of the method when estimating the depth of CNN architecture and the hyper-
parametres.

After the 6th generation, the GA tried to improve those results and reached the
same value in 9th generation. It’s important to mention that in generations 14th and 19th
the GA could reach the best loss error and the best accuracy score, respectively, but, for
ours goals, the best individual need be a CNN with a low loss error and high accuracy
score at same time.

4. Conclusion and Future Works
The main objective of this under construction study was a classification approach of
normal and glaucomatous eye fundus images was presented using a CNN architecture
evolved by GA. The evolved CNN was trained on RIM-ONE-r2 dataset. The last layers
of the CNN were used as traditional classified. The obtained results proved the effec-
tiveness of the developed approach, where the generated architecture, together with the
parameters selected from neuroevolutionary techniques obtained from the dataset of im-
ages was capable to constructed a CNN with 25 layers and reach an accuracy of 91%.

In future work, new training should be performed in the GA to achieve a better
optimization of the parameters and to increase the accuracy in the training. We intend to



use a larger set of images and other available datasets to verify the effectiveness of the
use of GA and CNN in the classification of glaucoma. Also, try another batch size and
optimize functions in training process.
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